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Abstract 
Motivated by the recombinant behavior of DNA. Tom Head introduced a scheme for the 
evolution of formal languages called splicing. We give a simpler proof of the fundamental Fact 
that the closure of a regular language under iterated splicing using a finite number of splicing 
rules is again regular. We then extend this result in two directions, by incorporating cirdm 
strings and by using infinite, but regular, sets of splicing rules. 
1. Introduction 
In [3,4] Tom Head introduced an operation on strings called splicing. The 
basic idea is that two strings are cut at specified substrings, called sile.3, and the 
first segment of one is reattached to the second segment of the other with the 
sites suitably modified. The motivation for this operation lies in the study of the 
recombination of DNA fragments under the effects of restriction enzymes and 
ligases; we refer the reader to Head’s papers for this motivation and for further 
references. 
Our basic definition is a generalization of the definition presented in [4]. Through- 
out the paper we shall be working with strings over a fixed finite alphabet A. We say 
a triple of strings r = (a, a’; p) is a splicing rule. Such a rule r may be applied to a pair of 
strings that contain the sites CI and CX’ as substrings as follows. The first string is cut 
hrforcc r, the second is cut efier CC’, and the left segment of the first is attached to the 
right segment of the second with an intervening copy of fi. Symbolically, if tc) = <xq 
and (u’ = j” M’$ then the effect of applying the rule Y to these strings is the string </Irl’. 
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Graphically: 
Of course, w and w’ may contain more than one copy of the sites OL and x’, so the 
description of a splicing action must specify not just the original strings and the rule, 
but also the specific sites to be used. Head’s original definition, more adapted to 
biochemical applications, corresponds to splicing rules of the special form (afly, a’pg’; 
a/?~‘). A more recent version of the definition, used in [2, 51, corresponds to splicing 
rules of the special form (afi, a’/?; ap’). 
A finite collection R of splicing rules is called a splicing scheme. We are interested 
in the evolution of an initial set of strings Lo under the actions of the rules in a 
splicing scheme. Precisely, we say a pair Y = (R, Lo) is a splicing system if R is 
a splicing scheme and Lo is a set of strings, called the initial language. We then define 
the splicing language determined by 9 to be the smallest subset of A* which contains 
Lo and is invariant under splicing by rules in R. Equivalently, the splicing language is 
the set of strings which can be obtained from Lo by repeated splicing using the rules 
in R. 
We address in this paper one of the fundamental questions posed in [3]: If the initial 
language is regular then is the splicing language regular? The answer is affirmative. 
Head gave a proof in his original paper, but with restrictions on the splicing scheme. 
The general result was proved by Culik and Harju [l]. Their proof is somewhat 
complicated and is couched in the language of dominoes. Gatterdam [2] has 
presented a simpler proof, but still in a restricted setting. Our first result, presented 
in Section 2, is a considerable simplification of Culik and Harju’s proof. This 
section also contains definitions and a basic construction which will be used in later 
sections. 
However, the situation for circular strings is rather different. If o is a string in A* 
then “‘g represents the circular form of o, in which cyclic permutations of the letters in 
(I) are identified. (Precise definitions and some basic properties are presented in 
Section 3.) The set of all such circular strings over A is denoted AA. These are natural 
objects of study in the biological context, since DNA occurs as loops as well as 
straight segments. 
Clearly, a single splicing operation on two circular strings will not produce a circu- 
lar string. Instead, following [4], we assume that we have two splicing rules 
r = (a, x’; p) and r’ = (a’, cr; p’). Using this pair we can splice two circular strings 
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%I = ^CL< and %i = “‘cc’t’ containing the sites x and CI’ to obtain ^fi<‘fl’<: 
IO3 
There is another possibility. Suppose that “III = ^x~x’<’ is a circular string containing 
both x and CI’ as disjoint subwords. Then we can cut this twice at the two sites and 
apply both splicing rules r and r’ to obtain the two circular strings “/II<’ and “/Y_‘: 
This action is called se(f-splicing. Note that the result is not simply the result of 
ordinary splicing performed on two separate copies of A~~. 
Just as in the linear case we can define a circular splicing system (R, C,) where the 
initial language Co is a language in AA. Because of the requirement that splicing rules 
be applied in pairs it is reasonable to require that the splicing scheme R is .s~mmetric~ 
this just means that whenever a rule (u,z’; /z?) is in R then there is another rule in R of 
the form (~‘,a; /Y) . The splicing language defined by such a system is then a language 
of circular strings. There is an obvious notion of regularity for circular languages (see 
Section 3), so we can again ask whether the circular splicing language defined by 
a symmetric splicing scheme with a regular initial language is regular. 
Siromoney, Subramanian and Dare in [6] give an example of a circular splicing 
system with a finite initial language which determines a non-regular splicing language. 
Their example ignores self-splicing, but even if this is added the same example gives 
a non-regular splicing language. Their example, with variants, is presented in Section 
4. On the positive side, they prove that the splicing language is regular. but only for 
a splicing scheme in which all rules have the form (a. u; LI) with a E A. 
Our primary new result is that the splicing language determined by a circular 
splicing system with a regular initial language is regular, provided that the splicing 
scheme R is symmetric and re$zxive. This second assumption means that whenever 
x occurs as a site for some rule in R then the rule (a,~; SI) lies in R. The intuition behind 
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this assumption is just that the left and right ends of the cut at a site a should be 
allowed to rejoin. The proof of our circular regularity theorem is in Section 5. It uses 
the same general method as in the linear case. Moreover, it uses critically the following 
consequence of the reflexivity assumption: If “a E Co contains a site then %.Y is in the 
splicing language for all positive integers n. This property is important since it is 
a necessary condition for a suitable representation of regular circular languages via 
automata; see Theorem 3.3. 
Although reflexivity is a natural assumption it is not necessary for regularity in the 
circular case, although it is essential to our approach, A necessary and sufficient 
condition is unknown at this time. 
We consider two further variations on the splicing theme, both of which are found 
in [4]. 
First, it is natural to consider mixtures of linear and circular languages. In this case 
there are two new ways that strings can be spliced: we can splice a linear string with 
a circular string to give a linear string, and we can self-splice a linear string to give 
a circular string. But this extra generality can be readily reduced to the purely circular 
case. See Section 6 for details. 
Second, in the applications to biology it is important to remember that fragments of 
DNA are objects in three dimensions, so we should be able to reverse orientation in 
our strings. For biochemical reasons (the base pair duality) we must perform an 
involution on the letters of the alphabet when we reverse orientation. Thus, we assume 
that we are given an involution a H ii on the alphabet, inducing orientation reversing 
involutions o H& on A* and “a H “& on A”. Then we may require that the splicing 
operations do not distinguish between w and 15, or “W and “i3. This leads to two 
further splicing operations, linear and circular inverted self-splicing, in which we splice 
a string to itself, but considering it with two different orientations. Again these extra 
requirements can be readily subsumed into our earlier results. The details are in 
Section 7. 
A generalization in a different direction was recently proposed by Gheorghe Paun 
[S]. This concerns the possibility of moving beyond a finite set of rules, but maintain- 
ing some degree of control by requiring that the rules, in an appropriate sense, form 
a regular set. In this situation as well we prove regularity. Our analog of P&in’s 
definition and the corresponding regularity result are in Section 8. However, in the 
case of infinite splicing schemes our definition is not a generalization of P&m’s 
Indeed, PLun has recently shown that, with his formulation, a regular splicing scheme 
with a finite initial language can produce a splicing language which is not even context 
sensitive. See [8]. 
2. Linear regularity 
We shall use without comment the basic facts about regular languages; this is 
standard and can be found in most texts on formal languages. Our proofs of regularity 
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use automaton methods. Since there are many variations on the basic idea of an 
automaton we record here our definitions. Recall that there is a fixed finite alphabet A. 
We write the empty word in A* as 1. A labeled directed graph G is a directed graph 
with a labeling function i from the set of edges into Au i 11. An uutomaton is a triple 
.n/ = (G, I. 7) where G is a labeled directed finite graph and I and T are sets of vertices 
of G. called the initial and terminal vertices, respectively. If E is the set of edges of 
G then we regard i as a homomorphism of E* into A* and we regard a path in 
G as a word in E*. This is not quite satisfactory for the empty path 1, since a path 
must have starting and ending vertices, so, if necessary, we will refer to the “empty path 
at 1.” to indicate the empty path which starts at the vertex c. A path p in G is an acceptiry 
puth in .d iff it starts in I and ends in 7’. Thus, the empty path is an accepting path iff 
I,>T # 0. Finally, the lunguLlge accepted by ,d is {J,(bv): \I’ is an accepting path in ,4). 
It is well-known that a language is regular if and only if it is the language accepted 
by an automaton. 
Our goal is to prove the following. 
Theorem 2.1. Jf .Y = (R, L,) is u splicing s~~stern with u rvgulor initial languugr then the 
splicing lumgjurrgr determined by .Y is regular. 
This result is due to Culik and Harju [l] and uses a basic construction which we 
have simplified. Our other main simplification is to consolidate several different 
nested inductions and to package them as a single induction using a non-linear notion 
of complexity. 
We start the proof by constructing a graph B to capture the splicing scheme. F-or 
each splicing rule r = (2, x’; fi) in R we construct a linear graph B(r), called the hridyc 
associated with r, with just enough edges to carry the word p. We refer to the initial 
and terminal vertices of this linear subgraph as i(r) and t(r). respectively, and we write 
h(r) for the path in B(r) from i(r) to t(r), so i(h(r)) = /r. We construct these bridges to be 
pairwise disjoint, and we let B be their union. 
Since Lo is a regular language we can find an automaton &0 = (G,, I, T) which accepts 
Lo. We may assume that G,, is disjoint from B. We shall first construct a sequence of 
automata .dk = (Gk, I, 7) accepting languages I+ Note that the initial and terminal sets 
I and T do not depend on k, so we only have to show how to obtain Gk+, from Gk. 
We consider each rule r = (x,cx’; 8) for which both LX and x’ occur as substrings of 
elements of Lk. For each such rule we consider all accepting paths in .dn. If pqt is an 
accepting path with 4 starting at u and i(y) = a but there is no edge in Gk from r to i(r) 
then we construct a new edge, labeled by 1, from zl to i(r). Similarly, we construct 
a new edge from t(r) to z:‘, labeled by 1, iff there is an accepting path p’q’r’ with 17’ 
ending at P’ and ;.(q’) = x’ but there is no edge in Gk from r(r) to 1:‘. An edge of the first 
type is called an initiul marker ~$‘level k + 1 and an edge of the second type is called 
a terminal murker of level k + 1. Finally, if the bridge B(r) does not lie in Gk then we say 
that B(r) has level k + 1. 
We obtain Gktl from Gk by adding all markers and bridges of level k + 1. 
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It should be clear that initial and terminal markers play completely dual roles. This 
can be made formal by noticing that reversing direction on the strings of Lo and on 
the graph Go and swapping I and T results in the interchange of the definitions for the 
two kinds of markers. We shall refer to this duality frequently. 
Notation. We shall denote an initial or terminal marker by [or], respectively. If it 
becomes necessary to distinguish different markers we will use subscripts or accents. 
The number of possible markers is finite (at most two times the number of 
components of B times the number of vertices in G uB) so eventually there is a level 
n for which G,, 1 = G,. To prove the theorem it is enough to show that the language 
L, is closed under splicing and that L, is a subset of the splicing language determined 
by Y. 
To see closure under splicing, suppose that LC) = srxr~ and w’ = t’(r’$ are in L, and 
that Y = (a, a’; /I) is in R. Choose accepting paths pqt and p’q’t’ such that A(p) = <, 
A(q) = a, and /z(t) = y, and dually for p’,q’,t’. If q originates at v then there is an initial 
marker [ from v to i(r), and if q’ terminates at U’ then there is a terminal marker ] from 
t(r) to v’. Hence, the path p[b(r)]t’ is an accepting path in ~2, and so 
tpy’ = i(p[b(r)]t’) is in L,: 
b(T) 
To finish the proof we need to show that L, is in the splicing language determined 
by Y. To do this we shall show how to “parse” any word A(w) where w is an accepting 
path in ~4”. That is, we shall show how to obtain A(w) by a finite number of splicings 
starting with elements of Lo. This parsing will be controlled by the sequence of 
markers in w. 
The proof depends on the following notion. We define the complexity of a path w in 
G, as the n-tuple of natural numbers c = (c , , . . . , c,) EN”, where Cj is the number of 
markers in w of levelj. We use a “right to left” lexicographic order on the set of these 
tuples; that is, we write c<d or d>c iff there is k between 1 and n such that cj = dj 
whenever j > k but ck < dk. Since this is a total order (every non-empty set has 
a minimum element) we can use it as the basis for induction arguments. 
We now argue, by induction on complexity, that any accepting path in &‘, 
determines a word in the splicing language. 
First, an accepting path o of complexity 0 = (0, . . . ,O) lies in Go, so /l(w) is in Lo. 
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So suppose that c EN” with c>O and suppose that for all accepting paths VV’ in x/,, 
of complexity 4c we have n(w’) in the splicing language. Suppose that an accepting 
path u’ in &,, has complexity c. Then MS starts and ends in Go and it contains at least 
one marker, so it must visit at least one vertex in B. The only edges leading from Go to 
B are initial markers, so M’ contains at least one initial marker. Then we can 
select the last initial marker in UJ and write M’ = x[u where u contains no initial 
markers. Since ~1 connects a vertex of B to a terminal state in Go there must bc 
a terminal marker in u. Selecting the first such terminal marker, we can write 
\V = s [z] .r where z contains no markers. We isolate the following simple observation 
for future reference. 
Lemma 2.2. !f’fz] is u path in G, and z contains no markers then there is a rule I’ \uch 
thut [[ leads to i(r), z = b(r), and ] starts Lit t(r) 
Proof. i[ leads to some i(rl) and ] starts at some t(rJ. Since z starts in B(r,) and cannot 
leave B(r,) but ends in B(r,) we must have r1 = r2 and z = b(r,). Cl 
Applying this to w = x[zI]y, let r = (a,~‘; fi). Suppose [ starts at L’ and has level k. 
and 3 ends at c’ and has level k’. Then there is an accepting path pqt in .oi’, _ I with 
y starting at L’ and /l(q) = CI, and there is an accepting path p’q’t’ in JY~. , with 11’ 
ending at c’ and n(q’) = a’. It follows that xqt and p’q’y are accepting paths in .d, and 
that i.(xqt) = l.(x)&(t) and ;1(p’q’y) = j,(p’)a’j.(y) splice together using the ruler to give 
E.(.~)pi(y) = ?.(w). We claim that xqt and p’q’y have lower complexity than \v. If we can 
establish this claim then, by the indication hypothesis, both i(sqt) and L(p’q’!>) are in 
the splicing language, so E,(w) is also in the splicing language, which finishes the proof. 
So consider the complexity d of xqt; the argument for p’q’y is dual. Since qt is a path 
in Gk_ r, all the markers in qt have level less than k. Thus, ifj 3 k then any markers of 
level ,j in xqt must be in x and hence in 1~. This means that dj < cj for all j 3 k. 
Moreover, xqt contains fewer markers of level k than 1%’ = .Y[Z~Y does (consider 1 ). so 
dk < ck. Therefore d<c 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
3. Circular languages 
First some basic definitions. 
Let - be the equivalence relation defined on A* by cyclic permutation. That is. 
PJ - ; iff w = 5~ and < = ~5. The equivalence classes are called circular strings. The 
equivalence class of a string 0 is written %, and the set of all equivalence classes is 
written AA. We let 7r:A* + AA be the quotient map sending o to %. If L c A* then 
we define Cir(L) = TCL, the circularization of L. Conversely, if C c A” then any 
1, c A* for which C = Cir(L) is called a linearization of C. Each C c A” has a maxi- 
mal linearization, Lin(C), defined as Z- r C; we call this the,full linearization of c‘. 
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Finally, we say that a circular language C c A A is regular iff it has a regular 
linearization. In fact, we only need to check the full linearization. 
Proposition 3.1. C c A* is regular if and only if Lin(C) is regular. 
Proof. Suppose L is a regular linearization of C. Then %J E C if and only if A~ = “‘[ 
for some [ EL. Hence Lin(C) = {o E A*: 31 EL, o - [>. In other words, 
Lin(C) = {qt: ty EL]. For the regularity of this set see Exercise 3.4~ in [7, p. 721. q 
Corollary 3.2. The class of regular circular languages is closed under pairwise union, 
intersection, and difference. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the same fact in the linear case since Lin = I- ’ 
preserves set operations. q 
As an example, let L = (a’)*b. Then L is regular, so C = Cir(L) is regular. Another 
linearization of C is {akbak: k EN), showing that it is not true that all linearization of 
a regular circular language are regular. The full linearization is Lin(C) 
= (a’)*{b, aba}(a’)*. 
We shall need an appropriate connection between regular circular languages and 
automata. Suppose that & = (G, I, T) is an automaton, and write E for the set of 
edges in G. We let P c E* be the set of closed paths in G. Then P is closed under cyclic 
permutation. The members of Cir(P) are called loops in G. A non-empty loop “X is an 
accepting loop iff some (and hence any) representative x visits both I and T, and the 
empty loop “1 is an accepting loop iff ZnT # 0. The labeling function obviously 
extends to a map, still called 3,, from Cir(P) to A”‘. The circular language accepted by 
22 is {A(x): x is an accepting loop in &}. 
It is not true, as in the linear case, that a circular language is regular if and only if it 
is accepted in this sense by an automaton. We need an extra condition. If L is a linear 
language then we say that L is closed under repetition iff 19 EL whenever OJ EL and 
n > 0. This definition also applies to circular languages since (as the reader may check) 
(“u)” is well defined as “w”. The following is the characterization we need. 
Theorem 3.3. A circulur language C c A A is the circular language accepted by an 
automaton if and only if C is regular and closed under repetition. 
First we prove necessity. Let JZZ = (G, I, T) be an automaton. If p and q are vertices 
in G then we let L,, be the regular language accepted by the automaton (G, {p}, {q}). 
Then a circular path A~ visits both I and T if and only if “W = *xy where x starts at 
a vertex p in I and ends at a vertex q in T, and y starts at q and ends at p. Hence, the 
circular language accepted by & is C = Cir(U,, L,, L,,), with p E I and q E T, so C is 
regular. If “W is an accepting loop then so is “w” for all n > 0, so C is closed under 
repetition. 
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For the converse we shall use the following fact about linear languages. 
Lemma 3.4. A regular language L is closed under repetition If‘ and only If there uw 
finitely man!’ regular languages L1, . .L,, such that L = mdk(Lk)+. 
Proof. Sufficiency is obvious. So we start with a regular language L which is closed 
under repetition. It is well known that we can find a deterministic automaton 
.d = (G. I. T ) that accepts L. Deterministic means that I is a singleton, ii), and that for 
each vertex r-in G and each word < in A* there is a unique path .Y in G starting at I’ with 
;.(.Y) = ;. 
We now consider sequences s = (s~~,.s~. . . . ,s,) of vertices in G with the following 
properties: 
(a) so = i. 
(b) si E T for allj > 0, 
(c) s, = s,_~ for some p > 0, 
(d) si # .sJ if i # j and i < n, ,j < n. 
Clearly. there are finitely many such sequences s, and p is uniquely determined by s. 
We extend the sequence beyond s, using periodicity of period p. That is. sj = s, ,, if 
,j > II. For vertices U, \v in G we let L(c, IV) be the language accept by (G, (z’), [\vi). and 
for each sequence s we define. 
L,, = L(.s,.s,) nL(sl,s2) n . n L(s, Ir s,). 
We shall finish the proof by showing that L = us(L,)+. 
First, suppose &, , .h i; EL,. Then for eachj there is a path xj from sj- 1 to s, with 
;.(.~j) = 5,. Since x = .x1 x2 . xY connects s0 = i to .s,~ E T it is an accepting path with 
;.(.Y) = cr <,v. This shows that (L,)- c L. 
For the second inclusion, suppose 5 EL. Then, for anyj > 0, <j is accepted by a path 
.yi leading to a vertex sj of T. Since accepting paths are uniquely determined by their 
labels we see that ?Cj_ 1 is a prefix of xj, SO .~j = .~j~, L‘j where yi connects .sJ 1 to S, and 
L( Jj) = <. This demonstrates that < E I!_ (“j- 1, . , Y.) for all ,j. Hence, if n is the first index 
for which s,, = s,!_,, for some p > 0, we have 5 EL, c (L,)+. q 
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 3.3. Suppose that C c AA is a regular 
circular language that is closed under repetition. We start with the full linearization 
L = Lin(C). which is also closed under repetition. Via Lemma 3.4 we can write 
L = I)p=, (IJL for regular languages Lk. 
We shall construct an automaton .d = (G, I. T) which accepts C. For each h. let 
.‘jlk = (G,, Ik, T,) be an automaton which accepts L,. For each k we introduce a new 
vertex rl, in Gk, and we add edges labeled by 1 connecting ck to each vertex in Ik and 
connecting each vertex in Tk to z lk. We denote the modified graph by G,. We may 
arrange that the graphs ek are pairwise disjoint. Now let G be the union of these 
graphs, and define I = {ck: 1 < k < n) and T = lJk Tk. 
Since the graphs c, are disjoint, a loop % in G must lie in one G,. It is then clear 
that %I is an accepting loop in .d if and only if it can be written in the form 
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“W = “ei x1 fi e2 x2 fi . . e,x, fm where m > 0, ej is an edge from vk to a vertex in Ik, xj 
is an accepting path in _dk, and fj is an edge from a vertex in Tk back to ok. From this 
representation it follows immediately that the circular language accepted by & con- 
sists of all circular words “‘g, t2 . . . <, where the t’s all lie in the same Lk. That is, the 
circular language accepted by ,d is Uk Cir((Lk)+) = Cir (lJk(LK)+) = Cir(L) = C, as 
desired. 
4. Circular non-regularity 
In this section we repeat the non-regularity example of Siromoney et al. [6], 
together with some variations. First the original example: 
Example 4.1. Let A = {a, b), R = {(ab, ba; au), (ba, ab; bb)}, and Co = {%b}. Let C1 
be the language determined by this splicing system, without using self-splicing. Then 
CI = {Aunb”: n > 0}, which is not regular. 
Proof. The only splicing sites on Aanbn = “b”a” are ab and ba. If “a”b” is spliced to 
“bmam using these sites the result is A a n+mbn+m. This verifies closure under splicing, 
and also shows that “db” may be obtained by repeated splicing with “ab, starting 
with Aab. 
Non-regularity in this and the next two examples follows easily from a pumping 
argument applied to the full linearizations. 0 
Adding self-splicing does not help: 
Example 4.2. If C2 is the language determined by the splicing system of Example 4.1 
then C2 = C1 uCir(a’a* ub’b*), which is not regular. 
Proof. Aub does not contain disjoint splicing sites. For y1 3 2 there are disjoint 
substrings ab and ba in “db”, and the results of self-splicing are “an and Ab”. Since 
these do not contain splicing sites they do not participate in further splices. 0 
Thus, something is needed beyond the basic definitions to ensure regularity. Reflexiv- 
ity, without self-splicing, is not enough: 
Example 4.3. Let (R, C,) be the splicing system of Example 4.1 and let 
R = R u((ab, ab; ab), (ba, ba; ba)}. Let C3 be the language determined by the splicing 
system (R, C,), without using self-splicing. Then C3 = CAo E A”: I w la = I w lb > 0}, 
which is not regular. (lw Ic is the number of occurrences of the letter c in 0.) 
Proof. Splicing “W and “m’ according to (ab, ba; au) and (ba, ab; bb) has the effect of 
deleting ab from “‘w and ba from “o’ and joining the remnants together using au and 
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hh. Thus, if Ai is the result, I( la = 1 o Jo -t 1 co’ Ia, and similarly for the count of h’s, If the 
splicing is according to (ab, ab; ab) (twice) then similar considerations again yield 
/ l la = I to 1” + I (11’ Ia. The other two splicing possibilities are symmetric in h and u. This 
proves closure under splicing. 
We now show how to obtain any A~ with /co Ia = I cr) Ih > 0 by splicing. We proceed 
by induction on the length of w. If this length is 2 then %J = Auh E CO. So assume that 
the length of to is at least 4. 
First assume that “‘w contains the substring a2h2, so % = Au2 b2c. Then ’ (‘J is 
obtained by splicing A&[ and Aba, using (ah, ha; au) and (ha. uh; hh) applied at the 
underlined sites. Hence, by induction, “OJ is in C3. 
So we may assume that %O does not contain u2h2 as a substring, and that C'J has 
length at least 4. We claim that ‘%u must contain ahub as a substring. To see this. write 
“CO = Aujlh“’ drhkr with r > 0, ji > 0 and ki > 0. If all ,ji = 1 then IO) I(, = r so we 
must have all ki = 1. Hence %J = A(uh)’ = “ahub(u *, Otherwise, we may assume 
thatj, > 1. Note thatji > 1 implies ki = 1. If allji > 1 then all k, = 1, which implies (as 
above) that all ,ji = 1. So there is a first i for which ,ji = 1. Then ki , = 1. so 
.i, I)+, ’ ajLhkc ontains ubub. 
Now we may write A~ = Aubab[, which is obtained by splicing A&c and A&, using 
the rule (ah, ah; ah) twice at the underlined sites. Again we conclude, by induction, that 
,‘(,I is in Cj. 0 
Finally, if we incorporate both reflexitivity and self-splicing we get regularity: 
Example 4.4. Let C4 be the language determined by the splicing system of Example 
4.3. Then C4 = Cir({a, h} ’ {a, h)*), which is regular. 
Proof. Clearly, words of length less than 2 are not in Cd. We need to show that any string 
A~~> of length at least 2 is in Cd. If m contains only a’s or only h’s then “OJ is in C2, and WC 
are done. So we may suppose that %J contains at least one u and at least one h. so it must 
contain ha, and so it may be written as Au[b. If m = I w Ia and n = / OJ Ih then Au,lhunh’n is in 
C3. If we write this as “[&a”- ’ b”- ’ bu then we see that self splicing at the indicated sites 
using (ha, hu; ha) twice yields Aiha = %. so “‘OJ is in the splicing language. n 
5. Circular regularity 
In this section we prove our main result, the analogue of Theorem 2.1 in the circular 
case. 
Theorem 5.1. Suppose that R is a symmetric and rejlexice splicing scheme. !f’ Co is 
u regular circular language then the circular splicing language determined hi 
.‘P = (R, Co) is regular. 
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The proof uses the same type of construction as in Theorem 2.1, but with several 
modifications to accommodate circularity. The first step is to adjust Co so that it can 
be represented by an automaton. 
Let S be the set of all sites used in the rules in R. For each LY ES we let 
C, = Co nCir(aA*); this is the set of strings in Co which contain the site 3. Also, we 
define L, = Lin(C,) nsrA*; this is a regular linearization of C, in which all strings 
begin with ‘2. We claim that Cir(LJ) is in the splicing language C determined by Y. 
Specifically, if “& = “ay, are in L, for k < n then %J,, = “\ay, gy2 . ay, is obtained 
by splicing “t,, = Agqn and A~,_ 1 = Aql ~7~ .. . xy, _ 1 at the indicated sites using the 
rule (c(, a; c() twice. We let CL = UarEs Cir(L:). Then Cb is regular and closed under 
repetition, so it is the circular language accepted by some automaton. We let C’ be the 
circular splicing language determined by (R, C’,). Since Cb c C and the elements of 
C,\Cb do not participate in any splicing operations (they do not contain any sites) we 
have C = C’u(C,\Cb). Thus, C is regular if C’ is regular. 
Hence, replacing Co by C& we may assume that C,, is the circular language 
accepted by some automaton (G,, I,, T,). It is easy to arrange that Z,nT, = 0, by 
replacing any vertex v in I, n TO with a pair of new vertices til E I0 and v2 E T, and 
adding edges labeled by 1 connecting v1 to v2 and v2 to vr. Of course, any edge leading 
from v must be replaced by one staring at ol, and any edge leading to v must be 
replaced by one ending at v2. We adjust the automaton further by removing all edges 
which do not lie on accepting loops and all isolated vertices. Summarizing, our 
starting position is: 
5.2. Co is the circular language accepted by an automaton do = (GO, IO, TO) in which 
I,, and TO are disjoint, any edge lies on an accepting loop, and there are no isolated 
vertices. 
We now describe the construction of an automaton which accepts the circular 
splicing language. This is a modification of the construction in Section 2. 
We define the bridges B(r), vertices i(r) and t(r), and path b(r) as before, with the 
following modification: If r = (c(, rx’; 1) then we insist that B(r) have one edge, labeled 
by 1. This has the effect that i(r) # t(r) for any r. 
The construction of the automaton d,, 1 from JZZ~ = (Gk, lk, Tk) differs from the 
earlier construction in three places. 
First, and obviously, we must use loops rather than paths. That is, we only 
construct an initial marker from v to i(r) if there is an accepting loop *pq in Gk, where 
q starts at v and A(q) = 01. Dually, we construct a terminal marker from t(r) to v’ only if 
there is an accepting loop “q’p’ in Gk, where q’ ends at v’ and /z(q’) = LX’. 
Second, we shall require the following. 
5.3. No initial marker starts at a bridge endpoint, and no terminal marker ends at such 
a vertex. 
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Finally, the initial and terminal sets are not independent of k. Instead, Ik consists of 
the vertices of IO together with all vertices i(r) which lie in Gk. T,, is defined similarly. 
From i(r) # t(r), disjointness of the different bridges, and 5.2 we see that Ik and T, are 
disjoint for all k. 
As in the linear case we let n be the first integer for which .d,+, = d,. We shall 
show that C,, the circular language accepted by ,d,,. is the splicing language de- 
termined by .V’. 
Before starting the proof we record some simple observations. We should 
note that part (b) below is the main reason we introduced the extra complication 
of 5.3. Also, it follows from part (d) that if r = (x, r’; fl) then B(r) has level 1~ + 1 
itf the pair of substrings r and x’ first appears in the language of ,c/~. and so 
all other B(I-‘) where r’ has the form (z, cx’; b’) or (x’, r; p’) will also have level 
k + I. 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that % is an accepting loop in .dk tvhich does not lie in Go. Then: 
(4 % visirs i(rl) and t(r2),for rules r1 and r2 
(b) % contains both an initial marker and a terminal marker. 
(c) %v does not contain a .&string of any OJ the,forms LIE>, ],j2 or [,J2. 
(d) Jfj.(%c) = “& t2 ._. 5, then %I = “‘.x .‘c , 2 s,, where.,for each i, i,(q) = :, and s, 
dors not start or end at a bridge endpoint. 
Proof. Suppose that A~ is an accepting loop and “1~. is not in GO. Then A\~ visits 
a vertex in some B(r). If % visits a vertex in GO then it must contain both an initial 
marker and a terminal marker, since these are the only ways to move from B to G,, and 
back again. Hence *w visits vertices i(r,) and t(r2). But this is also true if “‘u never 
visits a vertex of G,,, since %V must then visit Zk:10 and Tk’\ To. 
Since Ik nTk = 8, “‘w cannot be the empty loop. Hence, since the only edges 
entering i(rl) are initial markers and the only edges leaving t(rz) are terminal markers, 
‘\w must contain one of each. 
There cannot be a path in Gk of the form [I[2 since [, ends at i(rl) and 1, cannot 
start at such a vertex. The same argument rules out ] rj2. We cannot have [1r12 since 
i(r,) # t(rJ. 
For part (d), take any factorization “PV = A.~l.~Z s, with ~J-Y,) = <i. In the 
following we interpret _Y,+ 1 as .x1. For i in order from 1 to m, if xi consists only of 
markers then we move the markers to x;+, and replace X, with an empty path. Next 
we remove, temporarily, any segments .yi which are empty. Now notice that .Y~ ends at 
a vertex of the form i(r) if and only if it has the form z[, and x, ends at a vertex of the 
form t(r) if and only if ?ci+ 1 has the form ]!z. From this and the dual observation at the 
other endpoint we see that the requirement of(d) is just that no -Yi has either of the 
forms ]z or z[. But if either of these occurs then the unwanted marker can be moved to 
the preceding or following _x> These adjustments can be performed simultaneously. 
since % does not contain a substring of the form ]rJ2, and no further adjustments are 
necessary since there can be no repeated markers of the same type and because no I, 
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consists only of markers. Finally, we replace any empty segments Xi which were 
removed earlier in their proper locations. 0 
q P' !?’ 
b(r’) 
We can now give the first half of the proof of Theorem 5.1, that C, is closed under 
splicing. This follows just as in the linear case, except for the complications introduced 
by 5.3. So suppose that A~ = A~( and “w’ = %‘t are in C, and that Y = (2, a’; 8) and 
r’ = (cI’, cc; p’) are splicing rules. By Lemma 5.4(d) we can find an accepting loop 
“w = “‘pq with ;L(“w) = Au and E,(q) = a, such that q does not start or end at a bridge 
endpoint. We can find a similar accepting loop “p’q’ for “w’ with A(q’) = x’. Let u and 
u be the first and last vertices on q, and let u’ and v’ be the first and last vertices on q’. 
Then by the construction of G, there are markers [ from v to i(r), ] from t(r) to v’, 1 
from U’ to i(r’), and I]’ from t(r’) to U. Thus, “z = ^[b(r)]p’[‘b(r’)]‘p is an accepting loop 
in &‘, and A(“z) = “fi<‘/Y<, which is the result of splicing “CO and “w’. 
This, together with a similar argument for self-splicing, finishes the proof that C, is 
closed under splicing. 
The remaining part of the proof is the demonstration that the language C, is in the 
splicing language determined by Y. In this argument we shall need to construct 
various accepting loops; that is the point of the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 5.5. If e is an edge of level k then there is an accepting loop in &k containing e of 
theform % = “[b(r)]p’[‘b(r’)]‘p, and the only markers in “Z which can be of level k are 
the four displayed markers. Moreover: 
(a) If e is an initial marker leading to a bridge of level less than k then 1 and 1’ have 
levels less than k. 
(b) If e is a terminal marker leading from a bridge of level less than k then [ and 1’ have 
levels less than k. 
Proof. First consider an initial marker [ of level k from a vertex v to i(r). We write 
r = (a, cc’; /?) and let B(r) have level j; we must have j < k. Select a rule r’ = (cI’, a; /I’). 
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Then B(r’) also has levelj and there are accepting loops *pq in &k_ 1 and “p’q’ in Cd,-- , 
and markers 1, I’, 1’ such that 
(a) 1(q) = x and A($) = x’, 
(b) q starts at c and ends at U, and q’ starts at u’ and ends at c’, 
(c) 1’ connects t(v’) to u and has level at most k, 
(d) 1’ connects U’ to i(u’) and ] connects t(r) to ZJ’, and both of these markers have 
level ,j. 
Then “[b(r)jp’[‘b(r’)]‘p is an accepting loop in dk. 
A dual argument works for terminal markers of level k. 
If e is an edge on a bridge B(r) of level k then we can follow B(r) to a terminal marker 
of level k and then use the same procedure as above to return to the beginning of 
B(r). 0 
Lemma 5.6. if’x is any path in Gk then there is a path x’ such that A~~’ is an acceptincg 
loop in dk. Moreover: 
(a) Jf x starts on a bridge of level j then x’ contains a marker und the last marker on x’ 
is an initial marker of level j. 
(b) If x ends on a bridge of levelj then x’ contains a marker and the first marker on x’ 
is u terminul marker of level j. 
(c) Jf x does not start or end on a bridge of level k then cl11 level k markers in .x1 lie in 
subpaths of the ,form [z] where z contains no markers. 
Proof. Suppose that x = x1x2 x,, and suppose that the lemma is true for each xi> so 
there are paths xi such that each ^xxi is an accepting loop in Gk. If we set 
x’ = x;x;-, .x; then xx’ is a closed path in Gk. We shall apply this construction with 
different choices for the segments xi. 
We shall proceed by induction on k. For the initial case, suppose that k = 0. If x # 1 
we write x = x,.x2 . . . x, where each xi is an edge in GO. Since every edge in GO lies on 
an accepting loop we can find paths xi as desired. Since xi is an edge, xl visits exactly 
the same vertices as *xix:, so each xi visits both IO and TO. Hence, j’xx’ is an accepting 
loop in Go. If x is the empty path starting at the vertex L’ then, since Go has no isolated 
vertices, we can find an edge e starting at U. We apply the above argument to e to find 
e’, and we let x’ = ee’. 
We now suppose that k > 0 and that the lemma is true for paths in Gk- i. Empty 
paths will be handled as in the base case, so we assume that x is not empty. We also 
may assume that x contains at least one edge of level k. In this case we write 
.K = .x1x2 x, where the segments xi are either paths in GkP1 or edges of level k. If _~i 
lies in Gk ithen we find xi in Gk- 1 by the inductive hypothesis, and if xi is an edge of 
level k then we let xi be the complement of xi in the accepting loop AZi provided by 
Lemma 5.5. Then *xx’ is an accepting loop since there is at least one xi which is an 
edge of level k, and A~i contains at east two of each type of marker, so xj contains both 
an initial marker and a terminal marker. 
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Now suppose that x does not start or end on a bridge of level k. If e is an edge in 
x which lies on a bridge of level k then e lies in the subpath of x of the form [b(r)]. We 
then factor x as xlxz . . . x, where each segment xi is either a path in Gk_ I or a path of 
the form [b(r)] consisting entirely of edges of level k or a marker of level k which does 
not meet a bridge of level k. We can apply the argument above to this factorization. If 
xi = [b(r)] then the complement of this path in the loop provided by Lemma 5.5 has 
exactly two markers of level k, and these are in a substring of the form [‘b(r)]‘. 
Similarly, if xi is a single marker of level k then the only possible level k marker in 
xi lies in a substring of the same form. This implies part (c). 
We now give the argument for part (a). Suppose that x starts on a bridge B(r) of 
levelj. Then there is an initial marker [ of level j leading to i(r) and a segment u of the 
bridge from i(r) to the start of x. Then 4’ = [ux is a path in Gk so there is a path y’ such 
that “yy is an accepting path in Ak. We let x’ = y’[u. This satisfies the requirements 
since u does not contain any markers. 
The argument for part (b) is similar, and can be applied simultaneously with the 
argument for part (a). I7 
We are now prepared to show, by induction on k, that n(“w) is in the splicing 
language defined by 9’ if A~ is an accepting loop in .PZ’~. So we assume that k > 0 and 
that all accepting loops in tik_ 1 determine words in the splicing language. We only 
need to consider loops which contain at least one level k marker. 
We need a subsidiary induction based on a variant of the complexity used in 
Section 2. If [‘t[ is a path and t contains no terminal markers then it is reasonable to 
expect that the level of [ is strictly greater than the level of [‘. This, however, is not 
necessarily so, and patterns where the level of [i’ is greater than or equal to the level of 
[ cause difficulties. Suppose that “w is an accepting loop in d,. We shall say an initial 
[ in A~ is k-inverted iff it lies in a subsegment of “W of the form [‘t[ where 1’ has level 
k and t contains no terminal markers. We have a dual definition for k-inverted 
terminal markers I], considering segments of the form 1,‘. We define the complexity of 
“W to be the k-tuple c = (cl ck) where cj is the number of level j markers in “‘w 
which are k-inverted. We use the reversed lexicographic order on complexities, as in 
Section 2. 
We first consider an accepting loop “W of complexity 0. This means that there are 
no k-inverted markers at all. Also, “‘w contains at least one marker of level k and, by 
Lemma 54(b), it contains both an initial marker and a terminal marker. From this it 
follows easily that we can write A~ = ~zl[,bl]i . z,[,b,], where each pair ITi, Ii 
contains at least one level k marker, the segments bi contain no markers, and the 
segments Zi lie in Gk 1. Here and in the discussion below we identify the subscripts 
0 and m. 
Using Lemma 2.2 we find rules ri = (ai, a;; /?i) SO that bi = h(ri). We let the starting 
vertex of pi be vi and ending vertex of ni be vi. We can find accepting loops “piqi and 
“‘p:q: in JJ~_~ such that qi starts at vi and R(qi) = Xi, and 4; ends at O: and ,?(qi) = CX:. 
Also, since zi is a path in G,_, connecting vim1 to vi we can apply Lemma 5.6 to 
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provide a path yi in Gk_ I leading from t;i to vi_ 1 so that AziL’i is an accepting path in 
.c3,_ 1. Finally, we pick rules ri = (ai, cri: ,&): 
NOW “‘Xi = AZiqipiyip~- I& 1 is an accepting 100p in dk_ 1 SO, by the main induc- 
tive hypothesis, ^ 4i = ~(A\xi) is in the splicing language. Note that /‘4i = A2iirirli rj_ L 
where ii = A(Zi) and vi = ~(piyipl_ 1). 
Consider “‘rI = “[, c(r v1 c& and A<2 = Aizazq2X;. The result of splicing these at the 
underlined sites, using rl and r;, is “~I~I~2a2yzB;qIr&. It is then possible to splice 
this with *t3, using a2 and xi as sites. The result, after m - 1 such splices, 
is Aa = ^~IBI~A . . . 5,-1B,-~i,~,~,B~-lr~~~~~~~ ... ~2Pi7114. Since urn = xc1 
we can apply self-splicing to “‘CJ at the underlined sites, using Y, and rh. The result of 
this operation is “cl PI l2 p2 . . [,_ lbm_, &,&, = i(^w). Since the *ri are in the splic- 
ing language, we have shown that n(^w) is in the splicing language. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 5.1 we must provide the induction step based on 
complexity. So suppose that “W is an accepting loop in JZ!~ with complexity c>O. and 
suppose that for any accepting loop “‘u” in &k with complexity c’<c we have R(““w’) in 
the splicing language. 
Selected a k-inverted marker in A~. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
this is an initial marker, i0. Let ] be the first terminal marker appearing after I0 and 
then let [ be the last initial marker appearing before 1. Since there are no terminal 
markers between [To and 1, [ is also k-inverted. From now on we concentrate on Q and 
1. We can write “w = “[b]z where b contains no markers. By Lemma 2.2, b = b(r) for 
some rule r = (x, x'; p). We let j and j’ be the levels of [ and 1, respectively, and we 
choose a rule r' =(a', x; p'). 
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As in the base case (with m = 1) we find paths p, q, p’, q’ and y so that 
(a) “‘\pq is an accepting path in ~j~l, q starts at the starting vertex v of [I, and 
l,(q) = x; 
(b) “p’q’ is an accepting path in &j_ i, q’ ends at the end vertex v’ of 4, and A(q’) = a’; 
(c) y is provided by Lemma 5.6 so that ‘?zy is an accepting path in dk. 
Hence “w’ = “qpyp’q’z is an accepting path in dk and A(^w’) = “\stR(pyp’)&A(z) 
can be self-spliced at the underlined sites, using Y and r’, to yield ^/?/l(z) = 
2(A[b(r)jz) = /z(Aw). s o we will be finished if we can show that the complexity c’ of “w’ 
is less than c. 
It may happen that 1 is also k-inverted. In this case we may, without loss of 
generality, assume that j 2 j’. We shall show that c’<c by analyzing the k-inverted 
markers in “tv’. We shall show that ci < ci if i > j and that ci < cj- In fact, since “w’ 
does not contain [, we only need to show that any k-inverted marker in A~’ of levelj or 
more is actually in z and remains k-inverted when considered in “w. 
First we note that z starts and ends at the vertices v’ and v, which are in Gk_ 1. Then 
z neither starts nor ends on a bridge of level k, so by Lemma 5.6(c) we may assume 
that all level k markers in y lie in subpaths of the form [‘x~’ where x contains no 
markers. Hence, these markers cannot affect whether any other markers in *w’ are 
k-inverted. Since p, q, p’ and q’ are in Gk_ 1, the only level k markers that affect 
k-inversion are in z. 
Since [ is k-inverted we can write z = u [‘t where 1’ has level k and t contains no 
terminal markers. Hence z ends on a bridge, so by Lemma 5.6(b) we may assume the 
first marker in y is a terminal marker. Now suppose that I0 is a k-inverted initial 
marker in A~’ of level i B j. Then there is a substring of A~’ of the form [b t, I0 where 
[b has level k and t, has no terminal markers. By the preceding paragraph we must 
have [b in z. Then to must miss y since the first marker in y is a terminal marker, and [,, 
does not lie in qp since qp is in Gj_1. Hence, the path [bto[[o lies entirely in z, so I[0 is 
k-inverted in A~. 
We must also consider terminal markers &, of level at least j which are k-inverted in 
*w’. So suppose that there is a substring JotOl]b of A~’ with lb of level k and with no 
initial markers in to. Dualizing the argument above, we see that lb must lie in z and, if 
1 is itself k-inverted in “w, that &,t,,Jb lies in z so I0 is k-inverted in A~. In the remaining 
case 4 is not k-inverted in A~. That means we can write z = t’[[llu’ where t’ contains no 
terminal markers of level k. (We can find 1” since we know, from the preceding 
paragraph, that there is at least one initial marker, [r’, in z.) Hence 1; must lie in u’, which 
then implies that ]lOt,~b lies in u’, so, in this case as well, I,, is k-inverted in “w. 
This finishes the induction on complexity and so finishes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
6. Mixed splicing 
In [4] Head introduced not only circular splicing systems but also mixed splicing 
systems, in which the splicing rules apply to a mixture of linear and circular strings. Of 
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course, we need some extra splicing actions; otherwise, the linear and circular subsets 
will develop independently. The extra actions allow a linear string and a circular 
string to splice to yield a linear string, and a linear string to self-splice to yield 
a circular string. 
Suppose that (r, LX’; /3) and (a’, x; /3’) are splicing rules. A linear string <xq containing 
r and a circular string *CL’<’ containing X’ may be spliced to obtain the linear string 
:p<‘B’l7: 
Furthermore, a linear string w = txqa’[ containing CY and CX’ as disjoint subwords 
can be self-spliced to obtain the linear string <pi and the circular string ‘?qp’. Since S/K 
can be obtained by linearly splicing two copies of w the only new string covered by 
this action is “q/Y: 
Thus, we can talk about a mixed splicing system Y = (R, M,) where R is a splicing 
scheme and MO, the initial language, is a mixed language (that is, a subset of A* WA/‘). 
The splicing language determined by S is, as in the linear and circular cases, the 
smallest mixed language which contain MO and is closed under the linear, circular, 
and mixed splicing operations. As in the circular case we may as well assume that R is 
symmetric. 
We say a mixed language M is regular iff both M nA* and MnAA are regular. 
Siromoney et al. presented an example in [6], similar to their example in Section 4, to 
show that the splicing language of a mixed splicing system is not necessarily regular, 
even if the initial language is finite. However, just as in the circular case, the imposition 
of reflexivity leads to regularity. 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that R is a symmetric and reflexive splicing scheme. If MO is 
u regular mixed language then the mixed splicing language determined by Y = (R. M,,) 
is regular. 
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Proof. This result is a simple consequence of Theorem 5.1. To see this we add 
a new symbol, written 0, to the alphabet, and we associate with each linear string 
o in M,, the circular string “00. We let Co be the set of these associated 
circular strings together with the circular strings in M,. It is clear that Co is a 
regular circular language over the alphabet A’ = A u(0). We let C be the 
circular splicing language determined by the circular splicing system (R, C,) 
over A’. 
Now we recapture the mixed splicing language determined by (R, M,) as follows. 
If “0 is a circular string in C which does not contain 0 then we put “W in the 
set M. Otherwise if “‘a = A\51Ot2O . t,O with pi in A* then we put each pi 
in M. 
We leave it to the reader to check that M is indeed the splicing language determined 
by (R, MO) and that regularity of C implies regularity of M. 0 
7. Splicing with an involution 
Following [4] we suppose we are given an involution, a ~a”, on the alphabet A. 
This extends to an involution o H& on A* by a, a2 . . a, H i,fi,_ 1 . . . Cl. This is 
also defined on A”. For the applications to DNA it is appropriate that strings be 
identified under the involution. 
Rather than making this identification we just require that the initial language and 
the splicing scheme should be invariant under the involution. Here the requirement 
that a splicing scheme be invariant under the involution is that whenever r = (a, a’; fl) 
is in R then so is r” = (6, 2; fl). It is then a routine matter to verify that invariance is 
preserved, leading to: 
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that R is a splicing scheme which is invariant under the involution. 
In the circular or mixed case assume that R is symmetric and rejlexive. If the initial 
language in the linear, circular or mixed case is regular and invariant under the 
involution then so is the splicing language. 
However, there is another consideration. Since we want to identify strings under the 
involution we must consider the possibility that a string can splice with itself, but 
using two different orientations. That is, suppose r = (a, a’; /?) and suppose a string 
contains a copy of a and a later copy of 2. Then we can follow the string in the original 
orientation to the beginning of LY, jump via r to the start of 6’ (since this corresponds to 
the end of a’ in the inverted string), follow the inverted string to the end of CI (since this 
corresponds to the start of E in the inverted string), jump via P to the end of 2, and 
continue in the original orientation along the string. 
This operation is called inverted self-splicing. In the linear case it can be defined by 
5ayE’[ =z- 5/3qpc, and, in the circular case, by “c@y~ +- “$$$‘r. Graphically: 
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In fact, the effect of inverted self-splicing can be obtained just on the basis of the 
ordinary splicing operations. To see this, assume that we have already applied 
Theorem 7.1 to obtain a splicing language that is invariant under the involution. 
In [4] Head gave the argument for the linear case. In fact, it is easy to check that the 
effect of linear self-splicing on w can be obtained by two linear splices, one using r on 
CO and G, and the second using ? on the result of this splice together with another copy 
of CO. 
In the circular case we start with ‘?o = /\~~[jl’y and the rule r = ((x, r’; /3). Since the 
splicing scheme is symmetric in the circular case we can find a rule r’ = (x’, a; 8’). We 
use these rules to perform ordinary circular splicing on “(0 and on %G = “Gg’zE at the 
underlined sites. The result is ^ p%EQp’t@‘q. Now a self-splice operation on this string, 
using i and ?’ at the indicated sites, yields “BtBq, the result of inverted self-splicing. 
Thus, in any case, inverted self-splicing is irrelevant to the construction of the 
splicing language. 
8. A regular set of rules 
First we give the definition, analogous to that in [S], for a regular splicing scheme. 
We first add two new symbols, # and $, to the alphabet to form an extended alphabet 
A. A set R, possibly infinite, of splicing rules over the alphabet A is said to be a requlur 
splicing scheme iff the set LR = (x # CX’ $b: ( LX, cc’; fi) E R} is a regular language in A*. We 
shall show that the splicing language determined by a regular initial language and 
a regular splicing scheme is regular. First we need a decomposition of the splicing 
scheme. 
Lemma 8.1. A splicing scheme R is regular if und only if there we a positive integer 
m and regular subsets Sk, SL, T, of A*, for 1 < k < m, such that R = upE 1 Sk x S; x Tk. 
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Proof. Let &’ = (G, I, F) be an automaton over A which accepts LR. For sets of 
vertices W and W’ we let L(W, W’) be the langage accepted by (G, W, W’). It is then 
clear that LR is the union of the concatenations L(I, {v})# L({v’}, {w})$ L({w’}, F) 
under the conditions that there be an edge labeled by # connecting v to v’ and an edge 
labeled by $ connecting w to w’. We enumerate these concatenations as Sk#S; $T,. 
Then c1# a’ $ ,4 is in LR if and only if (a, a’; b) is in R, and c1# x’$p is in Sk # S; ST, if and 
only if (a, a’; p) is in Sk x S; x Tk. 0 
The following shows that we may assume that this decomposition is a finite 
partition of R. 
Lemma 8.2. Suppose that m is u positive integer and that Sk, Sk, Tk are subsets of A*, for 
1 < k < m. Then there are a non-negative integer M and nonempty subset Sj, q., rTj of 
A*, for 1 <j < M, such that 
(a) ifall the Sk are regular then all the Sj are regular, and similarly for S; and Tk; 
(b) the sets Sj x Fj x Tj form a pairwise disjoint collection; 
(c) Ukm,l S,XS;XT~=U~M=~ SjXSjiXTj 
Proof. If Y is a finite collection of subsets of A* then we let 9(Y) be the ring generated 
by Y. That is, 9%‘(Y) is the smallest collection of subsets of A* which contains 9 and is 
closed under pairwise union, intersection and set difference. It is a standard exercise to 
show that A?(Y) is finite. We let go(Y) be the collection of minimal (with respect to set 
inclusion) non-empty elements of g(Y). This is a pairwise disjoint collection and each 
element of 9(Y) is a union of elements of 9’o(Y). Since the collection of regular sets is 
closed under the basic set operations, if Y consists of regular sets then so does 9?(Y). 
We let 9, Y’ and Y be the collections formed by the sets Si, S: and Ti, respectively. 
Then R = UFz 1 Sk x S; x Tk is the disjoint union of the sets of the form Sj x si x Tj 
which lie in R, where Sj E~?~(Y), S;. EPIC and YPj E 9?o(Y). 0 
Hence, the following implies that the splicing language determined by a regular 
splicing scheme and a regular initial language is regular, and is in fact a somewhat 
stronger theorem. 
Theorem 8.3. Suppose that m is a positive integer and that Sg, S;, Te are subsets of A*, 
for 1 < e < m, with each TL regular, and define R = UF= 1 Se x S; x Tp. Zf LO is 
a regular subset of A* then the splicing language determined by R and LO is regular. 
Proof. By Lemma 8.2 we may assume that the sets Se x S> x Te are pairwise disjoint. 
We require only a small modification to the basic construction in Section 2. 
For each 8 we let B’p = (&, le Fe) be a deterministic automaton which accepts Tf. 
We add a new vertex if connected by edges labeled 1 to the vertices of Ip and another 
new vertex tc connected by edges labeled 1 from the vertices of Fr. We then remove all 
edges in B[ which are not on paths connecting ip to tc. The resulting automaton 
& = (Be, {if}, {t(j) is no longer deterministic but it still accepts the language T/ and it 
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retains the property that any string in T/ is the label of a unique accepting path. We 
may assume that the graphs 9?/ are pairwise disjoint. 
Now for each I’ E R we need a graph B(r). We set B(r) = B/ if r E SI x S; x T,, and we 
set i(r) = ix, t(r) = t,~. Also, if r = (x, cc’; p) then fl is in T, so there is a unique accepting 
path b(r) in .‘A, with /l(b(r)) = /3. The rest of the construction of the automata .:‘j’,, 
proceeds as in Section 2. 
The only differences between this construction and the original one are that the 
bridge graphs B(r) are not linear graphs and that different rules may give rise to the 
same graph. If we examine the proof of Theorem 2.1 with these differences in mind we 
see that linearity of B(r) is not used except to provide a path b(r) with i.(h(r)) = /I. and 
we have already provided this. The injectivity of the map r H B(r) is used exactly once, 
in the proof of Lemma 2.2. So we need to re-prove Lemma 2.2 in our current situation. 
To do this. suppose that [z] is a path in Gk with z free of markers. Then [ leads to 
i(r,) and ] starts at Qr,), with ri = (ai. x(:; pi). The path z connects i(r,) to t(rz) and 
cannot leave B(r,) so B(r,) = B(rJ = B, for some (. Hence, both rl and r2 are in 
S, x .S; x T, and z is an accepting path in :‘A, so fl = j.(z) is in T,. But then r = (xl. 2;: PI 
is also in S, x Si x Tf. Hence i(rl) = i(r) = if and t(r2) = t(r) = ti Since accepting 
paths in .ak are unique, z = b(r). This is what is required for Lemma 2.2. 
With these modifications, the proof of Theorem 2.1 also proves Theorem 8.3. C: 
Note. The circular and mixed versions of this theorem also hold, including invariance 
under an involution, with the same extra hypotheses as in case of a finite splicing 
scheme. There is one more piece of the original proof which uses finiteness of the 
splicing scheme and which must be modified. This is the proof of the preliminary 
reduction. 5.2, where the finite set of sites was used in constructing a replacement for 
the initial language which is closed under repetition. The modification to this con- 
struction involves replacing the finite set of sites with the finite set of factors S, and S:. 
as above. We are then led to consider sets of the form Co nCir(FA*) where F is one of 
these factors. Since we want such sets to be regular we need the factors F to be regular. 
and this is true under the assumption of regularity of the splicing scheme. but not 
under the weaker assumptions of Theorem 8.3. 
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